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  The book deals with aircraft dynamics considering as implicitly involved its system 
of decision and control, which implies delays between the control statement and its 
effectiveness. Such a treatment of flight behavior is required by most of civilian and military 
regulations. We note that for the Romanian literature on controlled systems with input delays 
this book is the first one dealing with the aircraft control and its related dynamics.  
  The content of this book is structured in 6 chapters, 2 annexes and a bibliography. Of 
course, at the end there is a chapter for conclusions. The mathematical model for the flight 
dynamics characteristics is a linear one and the whole dynamics is split into a fast one and a 
slow one using the tool of singular perturbations. The entire treatment is based on the 
classical aircraft differential equations of motion and on the well known methods for analysis 
and design of controlled systems with time delays in input variables.  
  We notice the author’s care for the problems formulation in terms of physical 
explanations and their corresponding mathematical models, followed by the requirements 
stated in the usual regulations. Also the book has a nice and a carefully selected bibliography 
ranging from the 40s to the 90s, but I think that the early works on flight dynamics are not 
well represented (and just these early papers contain the most important, rational-clearly 
motivated methods and objectives and intuitive facts about the subject).  
  The book will be a good guide through the world of the flight dynamics models, 
methods, results and engineer practice regarding the aircraft automatic control and dynamic 
characteristics, with respect to time delays. In the whole, the book fills a lack of systematized 
information in this domain and will be of a real use for students and researchers. 
  In spite of other few mistakes regarding the phrase construction, the rational 
explanations and small misunderstandings, the content of the book is well valued for its 
objectives. I think that the author may be congratulated for his efforts to finalise such a 
pioneering work in Romanian technical literature. I wish him success in achieving a new, 
more comprehensive and improved edition. 
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